Creative Mess
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Get out the spray bottles: this craft will have your campers
spritzing away. Creative messes are the best kind of messes and the most fun, too!

1. Use a marker to sketch a silhouette shape of your choice on
a sheet of contact paper. Once sketched, cut out the silhouette
shape, remove the protective backing, then adhere to the canvas
surface.

MATERIALS
AA5155 Canvas Stretched 12”x12”
CR104 Yellow
CR105 Red
CR107 Black
CR108 Orange
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Contact Paper
Detail Brush
Scissors
Water
Water-based Marker

For minimal mess, have
campers spritz projects on paper
towels or inside a box. The cardboard
liner that comes with soft drinks
works well.

2. In spritzing bottles, create an assortment of color washes by
mixing 1 part paint to 1 part water.
3. Using the assortment of mixed color washes, spritz color onto
the canvas surface to create a cool background effect. Once
complete, allow project to dry completely.

Creative Mess Continued
4. Once dry, gently remove the contact paper silhouette shape from
the canvas surface.
5. Using 2-3 coats of your choice of color, fill in the silhouette
shape. Or, use an assortment of paint colors to add your own
unique designs to the silhouette shape. Allow project to dry
completely.

Materials Guide
AA5155 - 1 per project
CR104 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 400 projects
CR105 - 1 oreo-sized drop yields 200 projects
CR107 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
CR108 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 400 projects
6. If desired, use 2-3 coats of Black to add your own saying or
quote to your canvas project! Once complete, allow project to dry
completely.

Money Saving Tip:
Limit campers to a
predetermined set of paint
colors, and minimize waste
by mixing each acrylic
color wash ahead of
time.

Painting Guide

